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BLACK SNOW 

26th September 2012 London 

For months we've been tight lipped about an amazing project we've been involved with. Black 

Snow - a Burn production for Burn Energy drinks (Coca-Cola) - showcases the skills of Gigi 

Ruf, Ulrik Badertscher, Ståle Sandbech and Gulli Gudmundsson in a short film using 

pioneering lighting techniques to push the creative boundaries of snowboard filming. 

Over the course of a 4-week period Chris Jackson (Lighting Analysts Ltd) designed the 

lighting for Black Snow, and in conjunction with Dominic Gill (MONODESIGNGROUP), 

designed and built a series of snowboard rails (obstacles), to be ridden by four of the world’s 

best pro snowboarders during the filming of Black Snow. But, they were to be ridden at night, 

inside the darkness of Europe’s largest indoor snow dome! 

The director’s (Richard Prendergast & Johannes Östergård) vision for Black Snow focused on 

the use of innovative lighting techniques and technologies - from black light through to LED, 

Electro luminescent (EL), Laser and GoBo projection - to create an environment never seen 

in extreme sports before. In many ways Black Snow breaks new ground, not only the unique 

rails (Tripod, C-Rail, Stair-set) but also the electro-luminescent snowboards, Energlo tailored 

suits, EL goggles and the LED lighting within the rails.  

MONOFLEX Cree 4000K IP65 flexible LED was seamlessly integrated into the structure of 

the rails, held in place with magnets, so the rails themselves would become the light source. 

We emphasised the change in energy from the riders, via the change in brightness and flicker 

from the rails, using a Pharos LPC1 DMX controller with custom built keypad, coupled with 

over 2km of power & data cabling. This was no small task, nor was the 4-days and nights 

spent working at -7°C and below, with very little sleep. 

WATCH BLACK SNOW: http://vimeo.com/50129591#  

View still images: www.monoled.com 
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